POSTERS

MÍŠEK
Each author’s inspiration is affected by his or her environment and overall social atmosphere. Karel Míšek has been deeply affected by Prague’s magic. Many sites have preserved their charm until today. As the author says, he likes walking through the city especially at night when the lamp lights and shadows create the typical Prague scenery.

Metaphors observable in Míšek’s theater posters show signs of this kind of inspiration. Also posters for cultural festivals organized by the French foundation Cultures d’Europe build on European traditions.
I personally have always preferred posters as a means of expression. Before creating a poster one must give it much thought. I am certain that a graphic artist who has mastered and grasped the art of poster-making – its specific analysis and symbolic expression – is able to understand all the issues of graphic design. Each project – be it a book, website, architectonical graphic design or social issue – requires that graphic artists see any problem in its entirety and context and make his or her own artistic contribution to it.

Many times I have asked myself what is so interesting about posters and have sought my own answer to this question. Everything which is able to stand the test of time is of value. The personalities who influenced the development of visual communication from the 1950s and at the break of the 21st century had a kind of new vision, a new language of visual communication.
After World War II in Poland, Henryk Tomaszewski, with whom I was fortunate to study at the Warsaw Academy, was one of those artists who introduced a new way of thinking – a completely new approach. This approach was about asking many questions and seeking possible answers which may result in a surprise.

Living in over four decades of political isolation in Central/Eastern Europe, I witnessed through permanent political pressure a strong motivation amongst artists for critical expression where content gave precedence over form. Resistance was a strong motivation – it not only appeared in posters but throughout the cultural scene – movies and theater. Irony, humor and derision were the binding of the society. I feel that this process of building on personal attitudes and courage is an important one.
The author does not surrender to fashionable trends. He strives first of all for personal understanding and making use of his own inspiration. The metropolitan streets and people make a living gallery which he is trying to establish contact with.
Johann Strauss
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